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Abstract

Purpose: Business organizations present different approaches to the implementation of the sustainable development concept to their business models. The scale and scope of implementation of the idea may be related to the level of understanding and prioritizing the issue of sustainability in business operations. The main aim of the paper is presentation of the theoretical background of sustainable business models. Frameworks and borders of the sustainability in management will be proposed.

Approach: There are different aspects taken into consideration when analyzing the idea of business models based on sustainability from environmental responsibility to strategic orientation. Author of the paper will analyze the current literature and based on this improve main elements that describe the theoretical approach to business models including sustainability.

Implications: The paper presents conceptual assumption of sustainable business model. It is the first step to further research. The limits and challenges of sustainable business models are presented. The proposed criteria are used to assess the possibilities of developing and designing sustainable approach of business models in companies.
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1. Introduction

There are many different managerial concepts that take into consideration the sustainability issues. They focus on different aspects like the whole economic systems (Chouinard et al., 2011) supply chains of companies (Seuring and Muller, 2008; Ross et al., 2012; Linton et al., 2007) business strategy and processes (Gauthier, 2017; Nidumolu et al., 2009; Lubin and Etsy, 2010; Azzone and Bertele, 1994). The presented paper will focus on the idea of sustainability from the business model perspective. There are terms in literature which describe the issue of sustainable development related to the companies like e.g.: corporate
sustainability and sustainable corporate entrepreneurship. Business case for sustainability is “the initiation of business practices that lead to long-term environmental, social and economic benefits [...] . It make business to pursue and exploit opportunities that create shared value – value for both the business and for society” (Atiq and Karatas-Ozkan, 2013). Corporate Sustainability can be understood as strategic and profit oriented business reaction to social and environmental issues caused by direct and indirect business operations (Salzmann et al., 2005). It contains the activities of companies that actively contribute to the balance in the economic, social and environmental aspects and dimensions (past, present and future), taking into account the system of the company and its stakeholders (Lozano, 2012). Moreover “true corporate sustainability requires an integration of all three sustainability dimensions into business management, which can even lead to business model transformations to secure sustainable operations in the long-term” (Lüdeke-Freund, 2009; Weber, 2008). Research literature underlines the role of corporate sustainability as a business case (Asif et al., 2011). There is also a similar term: sustainable corporate entrepreneurship. It could be defined as: “the process of leveraging innovation of an organization’s products, processes, strategies, domain, or business models to discover, assess and ultimately exploit attractive economic opportunities created by latent and manifest environmental problems and/or social responsibility issues” (Miles et al., 2009). Other definitions of the term are also proposed (Cohen and Winn, 2007; Dean and McMullen, 2007; Pacheco et al., 2010) but they are all very similar and underline the key elements of sustainable business approach like: social and environmental context of business strategy, integration of TBL approach and business strategy, profit oriented approach, stakeholders involvement and long term planning.

In practice the level of engagement in sustainability issues may be different when comparing organizations from different industries, sizes, locations etc. The peripheral engagement is mostly related to the issue of image and reputation. In this approach organization focus rather on reactive approach to social and environmental issues. On the other hand one can find organizations that manage their sustainability issues consciously. But the level of concept adaptation and integration with business model can be also differentiated. Generally they are aware of social and environmental challenges and problems and make effort to solve them by incorporating these aspects to business management system. However the scale and scope of actions and investments taken up by companies show rather complex picture of understanding for sustainability on the corporate level. The most mature approach seems to be the incorporation of sustainability into business model and transformation in the direction of sustainable business models. Business research and practice show that it is still not clear and requires a deeper analysis.
Business models for the purpose of the paper will be understood as: “a conceptual tool that contains a set of elements and their relationships and allows expressing a company’s logic of earning money. It is a description of the value a company offers to one or several segments of customers and the architecture of the firm and its network of partners for creating, marketing and delivering this value and relationship capital, in order to generate profitable and sustainable revenue streams” (Osterwalder, 2004). It is set of elements like e.g: value proposition of the product, customer segmentation, distribution channels, relations, value configuration, competences needed to execute the business model, networks of business partners, cost structure and revenue model (Osterwalder et al., 2005) that constitute the main meaning of business and way of earning money. Business model answer the most essential questions about the structure of clients and provided values (Magretta, 2002).

The aim of the article is to define the essence of a sustainable business model. The author attempts to determine the minimum criteria, which seem to be necessary for the proper interpretation of the meaning of sustainability in the context of business model.

2. Sustainability and Business Models
Sustainable business model (SBM) can be treated as more mature approach to sustainable business practices than strategy. It is assumed that changes that are made to implement sustainability issues at strategic level and in processes result in reshaping the business model frameworks. Taking into consideration the most recognized approach to sustainability (Triple Bottom Line) (Elkington, 1997), definition of sustainable business models is proposed. “SBM incorporate a triple bottom line approach and consider a wide range of stakeholder interests, including environment and society. They are important in driving and implementing corporate innovation for sustainability, can help embed sustainability into business purpose and processes, and serve as a key driver of competitive advantage” (Bocken et al., 2014). In sustainable business model firm needs to “allocate resources and coordinates activities in a value creation process which overcomes the public/private benefit discrepancy”. It requires: integration of public and private benefits, making customers more engaged in the value creation process, setting the good measures that will show environmental and social effects and improving non-market pillar (Luedeke-Freund, 2009). Other propositions highlights the issue of “creating competitive advantage through superior customer value and contributes to a sustainable development of the company and society” (Luedeke-Freund, 2010). Jonker assumes that SBM need to cover four elements: sharing knowledge, making connections (sustainability is between companies), awareness and multiple value creation (Jonker, 2012). Next to the SBM definitions there are also different types of models and concepts developed (Jonker, 2012;
Although definitions of SBM show the entire spectrum of critical elements and the essence of sustainability in different dimensions exemplary models reveal some discrepancies when talking about implementation phase. Theoretical models suggest that company may develop only one aspect of sustainability. Such selective perception can lead to misunderstandings and wrong processes of designing and prioritizing sustainable goals. It seems to be obvious that companies should focus and improve this sphere, which is the most problematic or brings the greatest benefit, however, it should be emphasized that in the case of sustainability there are different things that needed to be analyzed at the same time. In practice this is a very complex and demanding process. On the way to a sustainable business model a different modes of business models can be distinguished:

- economic orientation/profit maximization,
- mixed model with social orientation (e.g. social enterprises),
- socially responsible/socially engaged model (with strong orientation on stakeholders management),
- a business model including sustainability (with strategy on corporate level),
- sustainable business model.

Essential question about business models and sustainability is still open. Where are the minimum requirements that organization needs to follow to may call its approach of making business sustainable?

3. **Conceptual framework of sustainability based business models**
Sustainable business model means that the company is open for changes covering culture, structure, business processes and offered products and services. Organizations that are present on the market for many years and have established competitive position require time and resources to re-evaluate their certain goals. Young organizations have easier task to do if sustainability issues are planned and implemented from the beginning.

Taking into consideration the previous discussion it seems to be advisable to establish criteria that need to be taken into consideration when making strategic decisions about sustainability. There are 4 criteria proposed:

- criterion of time,
- criterion of life – cycle,
- criterion of cost-benefit,
- criterion of change.

The first criterion relates to the responsibility that companies should take for decisions, processes and products. This is a reference to the consequences of actions taken in the past (e.g. if the investments made a few years earlier did
not have negative effects on contemporary society and environment, what can be done to minimize them), present (and their consequences in the future, if the product may affect human health in the future a company will not sell it) and future projects (e.g. how the new planned investment will influence on the environment). Sustainability is about long thinking perspective what is the biggest challenge for business and current profit expectation. Meanwhile the longer time horizon is a crucial factor of sustainability risk management and generation of multiply values.

Next criterion is strictly related to the offered products. It is not possible to have sustainable products if the company limits its consciousness only to decisions that are made on one specific phase of life cycle of the product like e.g. during the production process. In practice companies should monitor all phases of their products from the resource extraction to end-of-use phase [1]. Life cycle approach and Life cycle assessment (Kloepffer, 2008) are not new concepts and went under some modifications and adjustment to sustainability concept (Ny et al., 2006). It is known as one method of assessing environmental and social impacts of offered products and treated rather as an excellence tool than everyday practice. It is essential to understand the role of the whole supply chain network and relationships in value chain for sustainable business models. This give the opportunity to make more conscious decisions (like e.g. who should be the supplier, what can be done to minimize the negative environmental effect of our supply chain, how to organize the transportation process etc.) and plan operations which support sustainable development. More and more organizations see the limitation of their possible effects on the non-economic aspect of the business. This restriction is on the one hand the client, who does not necessarily take care about achieving the same goals as the company and on the other suppliers. The longer the supply chain, the greater the number of partners with potentially diverging aims and expectations which can significantly reduce the capacity to fulfill rules of conduct and cause additional problems. It is the reason why, it seems reasonable to create such business models, in which the flow of knowledge and information throughout the supply chain is conducive to build trust and makes it easier to enforce certain standards of behavior (Eriksson and Swensson, 2015; Abbasi and Nilsson, 2012; Andersen and Skjoett-Larsen, 2009).

This aspect is strictly linked to the time perspective. A significant number of organizations expects its business will be profitable in the short time perspective. On the other hand, there are organizations that invest in sustainability as a goal for bringing long-term business results (Ikea, Unilever, Marks and Spencer etc.). The discussion about profit maximization in business is indisputable. However profit as only positive financial result is insufficient. In the era of responsibility companies are obliged to conduct deeper analysis of cost and benefits which goes beyond single organization and includes various stakeholder groups. Cost-
benefit analysis for sustainability supports the strategic decisions. The costs and benefits of social and environmental issues should be part of the evaluation of the profitability of each project, new product and decision. This kind of analysis may also include: carbon footprint, ecological footprint or social return on investment.

The last criterion is change. Based of literature review and business observation it could be assumed that the change and its durability is essential for sustainability. On the picture the idea of sustainable business model is presented in terms of change issue.

Sustainable business model should be designed to enable social change and transform business itself. In contrast to social responsibility, which can results in the form of social change (e.g. funded scholarships benefits in the future resulting in finding a good job and prevent social exclusion) sustainable business models are seeking for solutions beneficial to the organization and its value chain including customers and society (e.g. a reduction of carbon footprint supply chain by offering more eco-friendly products resulting in better air quality, decreasing natural resources depletion etc.). In this approach organizations by SBM improve the quality of society and environment and at the same time are bringing economic profits.

4. Conclusions
The proposition of criteria for sustainable business models aims at making the minimum frameworks for designing and improving social and environmental dimension of business. It is a response to the existing in literature definitions.
and models of sustainability in business context. The criteria draw attention on sustainable business models as system concept which gives opportunity to satisfy present and future needs of all market participants. Taking into account the criteria and the awareness of change that must occur both at the level of the organization and its products the paper gives general outlines how to analyze if process of transformation is possible and how the current state looks like. The proposition is not about specific topics like: climate change, pollution or waste management that usually appear in the discussion about sustainability. Sustainable Business Models must be improved and adjusted to the changing environment to act the primary function which is earning money and creating added value.

Notes
[1] A similar point of view is adopted in the interpretation of the standard ISO 14001 about environmental management, where organizations are encouraged to analyze the environmental aspects taking into account the whole life cycle of products.
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